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An Evaluation of Classification Systems 
 
 The breadth of literature that is created by mankind to chronicle history, science, 

and our fictional, creative pursuits, grows constantly without a conceivable end. As an 

institution that was created to house information and make it available to the public, 

libraries were given the daunting task of creating an organizational system that is able to 

grow with the collection, while still remaining intact and organized well enough that 

people can find what they need at any given time. This request, although challenging, 

was met with the creation of multiple classification systems. In order for libraries to 

continue in the business of servicing patrons and housing information, the need for 

organization was met with the creation of extremely detailed, yet flexible, systems of 

classification that were put into place to contain the resources that currently exist and 

those that may exist in the future. 

 Classifying information in order to organize it is one of the easiest ways for the 

human brain to transfer information into memory, a skill that was easily translated to the 

coordination of stock and information within the walls of a library. (Chan, 2007) 

According to Lazarinis (2015), “the fundamental purpose of this process is to facilitate 

the retrieval of the required information, i.e. to lead the user to the required book or map 

or other type of resource.” These classification systems offer a solution to what was an 

unfulfilled need: a way to allow librarians and patrons alike to find the item, or piece of 

information, they need in an efficient manner. As Chan (2007) states, “library 

classification in particular has been defined as “the systematic arrangement by subject of 

books and other material on shelves or of catalogue and index entries in the manner that 

is most useful to those who read or who seek a definite piece of information.” Chan 
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(2007) further clarifies her definition of the services classification systems aid in by 

stating that “classification as a term refers both to the development of schemes for 

systematic display of all aspects of the various fields of knowledge and to the art of 

arranging books or other objects in conformity with such schemes.” These statements by 

Chan (2007) bring about the impression that, although library classification systems were 

originally invented to create order, they are now implemented across the board to 

preserve order within the growing collections.  

 The creation of classification system “can be traced back to ancient Greece and 

Aristotle’s classical theory of categories and the catalogue compiled by the poet 

Callimachus for the library of Alexandria, which arranged entries into at least 10 main 

classes” (Lazarinis, 2015).  This classification system, though created long ago in history, 

represents a human need to organize as well as a library’s longstanding requirement to 

systematize. Since then, multiple classification systems have been created and put to 

work in libraries canvasing the globe. Lazarinis (2015)  notes that the most common 

classifications systems in current use are: Dewey Decimal system (DDC), created 

between 1873 and 1876, the Library of Congress Classification system (LCC), developed 

in 1897, as a result of the Library of Congress’ collection growing to a significant size, 

and the Cutter Expansive Classification system. These systems vary in degrees of 

popularity, which is highlighted by the fact that the “DDC and LCC have been translated 

and applied in many different human languages,” with “Dewey (having been) translated 

into more than 30 languages” (Lazarinis, 2015).  

 Although forged from the same common need for organization, it appears that 

each individual classification system was designed to meet different needs and levels of 
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organization. For example, the Dewey Decimal system centers its organization from “ten 

main classes, subdivided decimally to form a total of 1,000 categories numbered 000-

999, and an alphabetical subject index” (Chan, 2007). The format of the Dewey Decimal 

system directly contrasts with that of the Library of Congress Classification system, 

which “consists of twenty-one classes displayed in over forty separately published print 

schedules and a large database, (and is) continually updated” (Chan, 2007). Additionally, 

it is important to note that the status of the library as public, academic or other is an 

impacting detail on the type of classification system they implement on their shelves. 

 Catalogs are necessary in order to maintain traceable collections, and they are also 

integral to best serve patrons whether they are seeking information in person or online via 

databases. The reason for this is quite clear: without the standardization of an 

organization system, books and other media simply would be irretrievable for the most 

part due to the sheer volume of works a patron or librarian would have to peer through in 

order to find the correct piece of information. At the most basic level, alphabetization by 

author or title is a necessity to even begin to narrow down the search without a proper, 

complex classification system in place. Systems such as the Dewey Decimal system and 

Library of Congress Classification System create “categories, hierarchies and systematic 

arrangements” that create meaningful structure that can be expanded to include new 

works as time goes on, allowing the organization of the subject area to remain complete 

(Rowley and Farrow, 2000). 

 Moreover, classification systems have validated themselves as “necessary” 

through the ease in which they demonstrate to library workers what areas of literature or 

information are lacking in volume and should be filled or, conversely, removed from 
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rotation. This occurs because classification systems create a flow of books and records 

that can be analyzed by an information specialist that is looking into the trends of that 

specific category or subject. As noted by Chan (2007), “classification is used as a tool for 

collection management, e.g., facilitating the creation of specialized branch libraries and 

the generation of discipline-specific holdings lists.” These systems also aid in searches 

and activities that occur outside of the physical sphere of the library and, instead, occur 

online since classification systems of any type, DDC, LCC and others, tag individual 

books with easily decipherable information; therefore, librarians are able to conduct 

searches and evaluate information linked to each book. “In online public access catalogs 

(OPACs),” Chan (2007) explains,” classification also serves a direct retrieval function 

because class numbers can be used as access points to MARC records.” 

Classification systems additionally give librarians and other information workers 

a set structure to follow when creating organization within their system (Rowley and 

Farrow, 2000). Necessary to maintaining physical housing, classification systems of any 

type make adding and organization new books and media possible, as every individual 

piece can be input into the system and be found a place to be shelved. These systems, 

created as complex and flexible entities, give order to subjects and format citation and 

filing orders on a shelf-by-shelf level, therefore making the search for each item less of a 

challenge when browsing through shelves (Rowley and Farrow, 2000). Furthermore, 

classification systems also allow for another necessity, which is a standard system that 

spans across multiple libraries. This standardization allows for basic functions such as 

interlibrary loans to exist with ease, as, in conjunction with catalogs, all information can 

be found easily to allow for this process.  
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On the most basic level, the main function of classification systems is to create 

organization as an answer to the most fundamental need of all libraries. Explaining this 

need, Tauber (1956) writes; “The organization of books into well-ordered groups 

eliminates for the user of the library the necessity of extensive and frequently fruitless 

examination of a great many volumes when a definite subject is desired… By arranging 

together on the shelves materials which are similar in subject or in form, their use is 

facilitated.” Such a level of organization allows items to be collocated, which Rowley 

and Farrow (2000) describe as an extremely beneficial side effect of classification 

systems: “If we know where a subject is classed,” they write, “we can locate it without 

having to search the whole collection; and can moreover expect to find related subjects 

nearby.” As a result of this, an individual user who has found the area in which their 

originally-sought item was held can then peruse the direct area to find similar works they 

may find interesting whether for personal or scholarly reasons without having to start 

their search anew.  

Another key function of classification systems within a library is to promote the 

retrieval of items in cases where the patron cannot be physically present. As the 

classification process itself links individual items to details indicative of their content and 

other identifying information, these systems allow library functions such as the 

interlibrary loan program to exist. Rowley and Farrow (2000) expound upon this, stating 

that classification systems “link an item on the shelves with its catalogue entry… An 

item’s classmark forms park of its shelf mark (also known as call number and book 

number), which enables items located within a library catalogue to be retrieved from the 
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shelves.” As a result, books are linked with important information such as whether they 

are a first edition, what languages it is printed in, etc.  

When combined with the advent of worldwide catalogues, like WorldCat, the use 

of classification system only serves to further streamline the process of finding 

information that can then be used to ship an item to the location it is needed at. As a 

whole, this leads to the ability that libraries have demonstrated in moving fluidly into the 

digital age through these complex organizational systems that maintain their usefulness 

even through the transfer into digital usage. Each system, down to a library-by-library 

level, can be easily represented through online documents and become even more 

advantageous to users when paired with search-engine like features that allow users to 

see what library their needed item is kept in, whether it is checked out or not and if it can 

be ordered to a closer location or what floor, section and shelf it is located on.  
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